
Tips and Tricks to make your 
Roman Shade look Perfect

Cleaning your Roman

Cleaner and water can stretch or ruin some of the fabric of your roman shades so we do not recommend this 
cleaning method, but if it’s your only option, gently rub a small amount of water on the back side of your 
roman, and if it doesn’t make a mark or ruin the fabric, it could be safe to use water to clean your roman. 
Vacuum or dust the roman gently with a handheld vacuum or a vacuum hose to remove some of the dirt on 
your roman shade. 

Removing Wrinkles

We LOVE using Downy Wrinkle Releaser on our fabric romans. Stay away from water and a steamer when it 
comes to your romans. Some of the natural �bers in your fabric can stretch over time if it is steamed. Instead, 
spray the Downy Wrinkle Releaser onto your roman, maybe touching it a few more times where there are 
heavier wrinkles, and with clean hands, gently pat your roman down to get those wrinkles out. Let your roman 
sit for a while, allowing it to dry. You may need to repeat this process multiple times depending on your fabric in 
order to get all the wrinkles out. 

Fixing the Folds of your Roman

If your roman isn’t folding the way you want it to when opening and closing it, simply open the roman, and 
with your hand, take those folds that aren’t cooperating and take them out so it looks how you want it to. Over 
time, your fabric will get used to this shape, and you will be able to open and close your roman with no prob-
lem at all.

Adjusting a Cordless Roman

If you lock your shade on accident, reach underneath the roman and grab that master wheel at the top of your 
roman. Turn the wheel clockwise a quarter of a turn. This should release the shade with no problem and get it 
back to working like before. 

If your tension is not tight enough, your roman may look a little loose when you pull it up. You can �x this by 
lifting your roman all the way up and adjusting the master wheel. To tighten the shade, turn the wheel clock-
wise one half of a turn. Or if your roman is too tight, turn the wheel counter clockwise one half of a turn. 

Make sure to refer to the operating guide that comes with each roman for any further questions. 


